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ABSTRACT

Wearable activity trackers (WATs) have recently gained worldwide
popularity, with over a billion devices collecting a range of per-
sonal data. To receive additional services, users commonly share
this data with third-party applications (TPAs). However, this prac-
tice poses potential privacy risks. Privacy-enhancing technologies
have been developed to address these concerns, but they often lack
user-centered design, and therefore, are less likely to be directly
related to users’ concerns and to be widely adopted. This study
takes a participatory design approach involving 𝑁 = 26 experi-
enced WAT users who share data with TPAs. Through a series
of design sessions, participants conceptualized 19 solutions, from
which we identified seven different design features. We further
analyze and discuss how these features can be combined to assist
users in managing their data sharing with TPAs and, therefore, en-
hancing their privacy. Finally, we selected the three most promising
features, namely partial sharing, reminder, and revocation
assistance, and conducted an online survey with 𝑁 = 201 WAT
users to better understand the potential effectiveness and usability
of these features. This work makes an important contribution by of-
fering user-centered solutions and valuable insights for integrating
privacy-enhancing technologies into the WAT ecosystem.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wearable activity trackers (WATs), such as wrist-worn fitness track-
ers and smartwatches, have become increasingly prevalent [58], as
there are more than one billion wearable devices worldwide [67].
In addition to their WAT service provider, users can also choose
to share their data voluntarily with other individuals, such as fam-
ily, friends, co-workers, and healthcare professionals, or entities,
such as employers, insurance companies, and third-party service
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providers. This is typically done through online social networks or
third-party applications (TPAs). A TPA is an app or service that is
not provided by the company that manufactured the device (e.g.,
Apple, Fitbit). For example, the Strava app1 qualifies as a TPA:
(1) users can grant reading access to the data collected by the WAT,
(2) the app is owned and managed by a company other than the
manufacturer; user data is therefore shared with a third-party entity.
A TPA does not necessarily correspond to a mobile app installed
on the user’s smartphone. Indeed, it is, first and foremost, a simple
service using a service provider API in order to access user data,
with a dedicated authorization key. In multiple cases, this access
is granted by the users in exchange for some given service, which
may or may not involve installing a mobile app.2

Users share WAT data to gain social [48, 89] or financial [37, 110]
benefits or receive additional features not offered by the original
services or app.WAT data sharingwith TPAs is widespread, but only
a limited number of studies have been devoted to it [6, 115]. Despite
the numerous advantages offered by TPAs, there are potential risks
associated with their usage. TPAs could collect more data than
they actually need to provide their services [80], which might lead
to sharing data with other parties or using it without the users’
consent/awareness. Due to their physiological (e.g., heart rate) and
contextual (e.g., activities) nature, WAT data are highly sensitive
and might raise various privacy issues. For instance, WAT data can
be used to infer daily activities and habits (e.g., eating) [1, 32, 66, 76],
drug usage (e.g., cocaine) [78], SARS-CoV-2 infections [54], mental
health [2], and even personality traits [114]. Aggregated location
data have even been used to locate military bases and to infer their
internal structures [53], specifically in remote areas where unusual
activity patterns were observed. More on the users’ side, users
unwittingly could lose track of their TPAs [99], forgetting which
apps and what data they have already granted access to. Previous
investigations on users’ awareness, understanding, attitudes, and
behaviors [41, 102, 115] revealed that about half of WAT users
underestimate the number of TPAs to which they have granted
access to their data, and almost two-thirds share data with at least
one TPA that they do not actively use (anymore).

1See https://www.strava.com/features, Last accessed May 2024.
2For example, anyone with a Fitbit development account can register an app on the
dedicated platform (see Figure 4 in Appendix A) and ask users to grant them data
access using a specific link. Note that this is not the case for Apple Health, as it does
not provide a web API, but only a local (i.e., mobile) one, and so data are transmitted
directly from one to another mobile app, on the phone.
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Furthermore, a large number of users do not revoke TPA access
to their data because they had forgotten that they gave access to it
in the first place or were not even aware they could revoke access
to their data [115]. In the meantime, the companies that provide
the users with TPAs are still able to request their data (e.g., through
a dedicated API) [56]. In fact, the main difference between WAT
data-sharing and smartphone permissions is that the former is
based on Web API permissions that can persist after the dedicated
smartphone app is uninstalled. This is because requests are often
not made to the mobile OS but are directly sent to the API provider’s
servers (e.g., Fitbit). To request data using, for example, a REST API
permission, an entity would only need to get an access token. In
this way, the requests and responses can be transmitted from their
server to the WAT company’s server without any communication
with the user’s WAT or smartphone. Thus, it does not matter if any
app is installed or not. Furthermore, whereas online social network
(OSN) TPAs work similarly to WAT TPAs, the process differs in
the nature and context of WAT data. First, physiological data are
(almost) continuously collected (e.g., step count for each minute).
Second, most of the time, the user adopts a passive attitude to data
collection (the data is collected whatever they do), which is not the
case when they post on OSNs, for example.

Whereas smartphone permissions and OSN TPAs have been
widely studied [8, 13, 59, 105], there has been very little similar
work onWATs to date. Despite similarities between WATs and OSN
TPAs or smartphone permissions, the particular structure of WAT
data such as time series, particularly sensitive physiological data,
and continuous tracking requires the development of solutions
specifically tailored to this context. Therefore, it is crucial to design
privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) to help TPA users better
manage their multiple applications and better understand how the
WAT-data sharing ecosystem works. Such PETs could help them
avoid risky behaviors for privacy, such as sharing more data than is
actually required or not regularly checking the previously granted
permissions to revoke them if necessary.

Several studies on PETs in the context of WAT have been pub-
lished. These studies provided different types of solutions to pre-
serve WAT users’ privacy, e.g., data minimization [30, 60, 104], ped-
agogical solutions [4, 90, 91, 99], and AI assistance [70]. However,
there is still a significant research gap that needs to be addressed—a
gap that concerns the focus on users in the development of

these solutions. Although some of the previously designed solu-
tions have been evaluated by users afterward, the studies mentioned
earlier did not involve the end-user in the design process and do
not particularly focus on WAT-data sharing with TPAs. Moreover,
participants of these studies are not necessarily WAT users with
actual experience in data sharing with TPAs. Yet, involving users
upstream in the design process would often highlight problems and
solutions that developers and researchers would not have thought
of. Furthermore, a recent literature survey work about the utility,
privacy and security of WATs suggests that user-centered meth-
ods, such as participatory design, would bring relevant insight for
developing PETs [79].

To enhance the privacy of WAT users during the data-sharing
process with TPAs and to adopt a user-centered approach, we pro-
pose utilizing participatory design [109]; a cooperative method
involving users in the design process. In this study, we ask:What

solutions will be suggested by WAT TPA users to help them better
manage data sharing to eventually avoid risky behaviors for privacy?

To address this question, we recruited participants who were
actual TPA users: WAT users who had used their WATs for at least
six months and shared their data with at least one TPA. Our re-
port presents designs suggested by 𝑁 = 26 participants in three
participatory design sessions (8–9 participants for each session).
We conducted informational sessions for participants, focusing on
increasing their understanding of the WAT data-sharing ecosystem
and raising awareness of the potential related privacy threats. Par-
ticipants engaged by reflecting on their personal experiences and
conceptualizing 19 different solutions through low-fidelity paper
prototypes. We then categorized these solutions based on their char-
acteristics, resulting in seven distinct features. We also collectively
(i.e., all co-authors in plenary meetings) analyzed and evaluated
the participants’ design solutions to further assess the feasibility,
effectiveness, adoption, and usability of the features they proposed
as PETs. Lastly, we selected the three most promising features (ac-
cording to the evaluations) and conducted an online user survey
with 𝑁 = 201 respondents to evaluate the potential for adoption
(effectiveness and usability) on a larger scale.

Our efforts led to a possible comprehensive solution to provide
privacy protection and support for WAT users throughout their
interaction with TPAs.This solution leverages multiple design fea-
tures, including partial sharing, which would allow the users to
selectively share only part of their data; reminder, which would
periodically remind the users they share their data with TPAs; and
revocation assistance, which would facilitate the revocation of
data access authorization and data removal. Our work makes sev-
eral key contributions: (1) We present seven distinctive features,
created by actual WAT and TPA users to assist them in managing
their data-sharing with TPAs. (2) We discuss and evaluate these
features by providing qualitative and quantitative analysis. (3) We
propose a solution composed of the most well-evaluated previously
discussed features. (4) We provide insights on implementing the
solution within already established WAT ecosystems.

2 RELATEDWORK

Prior research has three main streams. The first stream explores the
(self-reported) behaviors, habits, concerns, and attitudes of WAT
users regarding privacy and WAT-data sharing. The second stream
has developed new PETs for WATs. Additionally, a third stream
has investigated third-party app permission in different contexts,
mainly smartphones and online social networks (OSNs).

2.1 WAT users privacy concerns, awareness,

behavior, and attitude

Many studies focused on understanding WAT users’ privacy con-
cerns, awareness, behaviors, and attitudes. Lidynia et al. [68] exam-
ined WAT users’ privacy concerns and the perceived sensitivity of
their data and found that users perceive some data as more sensitive
than others (e.g., sleep data).

Vitak et al. [103] asked users to read the relevant part of the
terms of service and showed that most users were unaware of what
they had agreed to (gave consent) and were surprised by the extent
of access they had given to WAT service providers. Schneegass
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et al. [92] analyzed how WAT users’ willingness to share WAT data
changes depending on the type of data (including the sensors used
to collect it), the derived data, and the data recipients. They found a
negative correlation between the willingness to share and the size
of the audience. They also found that users prefer to share specific
derived data rather than raw sensor data. Furini et al. [40] analyzed
thewillingness ofWATusers to shareWAT data for altruistic reasons,
specifically, to help fight the COVID-19 pandemic, and found that
individuals are more likely to share data when they have a strong
altruistic motivation.

Gabriele and Chiasson [41] studied WAT users’ general attitudes,
knowledge, and behaviors toward their devices. They focus on the
user’s awareness regarding the effect of WAT data collection on
their privacy, their sharing intentions and behaviors, and their gen-
eral feelings toward data sharing. They showed that users’ concerns
and behaviors depend primarily on the data type and recipients.
Velykoivanenko et al. [102] studied WAT users’ perceptions of the
associated privacy risks and found that their respondents were
generally aware of the possibility of inferring sensitive information
from WAT data. However, they could not think about inferring in-
formation unrelated to physiological data, which could be inferred
to some extent using WAT data (see for example [114] for inferring
users personality based on WAT data). Lupton [71] studied how
users shareWAT data with other individuals, where most of their re-
spondents reported considering only privacy from a “social privacy”
point of view and do not view how their data can be used by third
parties (e.g., advertisers and health insurers). Pinchot and Cellante
[83] measured the relationship between WAT users’ data-sharing
habits and their understanding of privacy settings. They found that
self-reported data-sharing behavior is negatively correlated with
the understanding of privacy settings and privacy policies.

While the aforementioned literature has studied WATs in gen-
eral, there is only a limited number of studies with a specific focus
onWAT TPAs. Alqhatani and Lipford [6] studiedWAT-data-sharing
behavior and the concerns of WAT users. They reported that five
of their participants reported sharing fitness data with TPAs such
as health insurance companies (to reduce their premiums). More
relevant to TPAs, Zufferey et al. [115] recently conducted a user sur-
vey on WAT user behavior and understanding of data sharing with
TPAs. They found that half of their respondents underestimated the
number of TPAs they shared their data with. Surprisingly, almost
two-thirds of the respondents reported that they did not use all of
the TPA’s mobile apps installed on their phones.

2.2 Privacy Enhancing Technologies

Many studies on PETs for WATs have been published in recent
years. In this section, we review them. Multiple studies focus on
methods for effectively anonymizing WAT data. Given that WAT
data have a high dimensionality and a sequential time-series nature,
anonymizing such datasets presents a challenge. Parameshwarappa
et al. [82] use a multi-level clustering anonymization technique to
prevent the re-identification of WAT users. Gong et al. [44] propose
a theoretical framework for federated learning that preserves in-
dividuals’ privacy while training a machine learning (ML) model
by using data from multiple WATs. Garbett et al. [42] designed an
activity-sharing platform for classrooms, enabling students to use

pseudonymized avatars to share WAT data without exposing their
identity.

Some studies focus on limited sharing and data minimization.
Wang et al. [104] investigate user preferences and sharing behav-
ior related to partial-data release. Epstein et al. [30] explore how
fine-grained step-count sharing can help WAT users in maintaining
user privacy while sharing activities. Velykoivanenko et al. [102]
assess users’ utility perceptions to inform future PET design re-
lated to fine-grained data sharing. Kalupahana et al. [60] propose
a framework that employs random noise from WAT sensors to
generate noise for differential privacy protection. Zufferey et al.
[115] evaluated the likelihood of WAT users adopting different
PETs in the context of data-sharing with TPAs, which represents,
to the best of our knowledge, the only published study directly
related to WATs and TPAs. They also show that there is a high
potential for implementing data minimization to mitigate certain
privacy risks. Other studies focus on pedagogical solutions. Torre
et al. [99] model the complexity of WATs and TPAs to compute
the probabilities of inferring different information from WAT data.
Their model is designed to demonstrate to WAT users that they
can protect their privacy by refraining from sharing certain data.
Aktypi et al. [4] design a pedagogical tool that informs WAT users
of the risks they face when sharing specific WAT data (e.g., running
routes), along with other information (e.g., information available
on their social media). Alvarez et al. [9] show that watching a
video about the privacy and security risks of collecting and sharing
WAT data can significantly improve attitudes toward cybersecurity,
whereas a text version of the information has no significant effect.
Sanchez et al. [90] model the privacy preferences of WAT users
and developed a system for recommending personalized privacy
settings for users in different scenarios. Other studies are more
centered on designing new functionalities to help WAT users in
data-sharing. Data integrity is critical for healthcare providers and
insurance companies that are interested in users’ WAT data. du Toit
[25] designed PAUDIT, a decentralized data architecture that en-
ables users to store their WAT data in a personal online data store
and permits healthcare providers to read data and audit the logs
(i.e., changes made to the access control list). Ghazinour et al. [43]
propose an access-management tool that enhances users’ decision-
making by enabling them to share their WAT data after considering
four aspects: purpose (why), visibility (who), granularity (how), and
retention (when). Murmann et al. [77] studied the possible adop-
tion of privacy notifications for WAT usage (survey with 𝑁 = 304),
where most of their respondents found privacy notifications useful
for monitoring their data-sharing and for increasing their privacy.
Liu et al. [70] propose an ML framework to provide WAT users with
personalized fitness recommendations without collecting personal
information. Kazlouski et al. [61] analyzed unnecessary communi-
cation from the Fitbit companion app (as well as six of the most
used TPAs) to their business partners and proposed an easy-to-use
methodology to block them. In their work, Alqhatani and Lipford
[7] review already existing PETs provided by well-known WAT
brands. Contrary to previous work, we conducted a participatory
design study to involve users early in the PETs design process. By
doing so, we aim to bring to light issues and solutions that might
not have been considered by developers and researchers, as they
may not align with the primary target audience.
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2.3 Smartphone and OSN Permissions

In addition to the studies focusing onWATs, it is important to recog-
nize research that examined smartphone permissions and proposed
related privacy-enhancing technologies. Researchers analyzed mo-
bile apps and spotted the overprivileged ones [24, 35, 55, 80]. Such
apps often ask for more permissions than are required, as engineers
may misunderstand some permission data scope [96]. Users also do
not fully understand smartphone permissions, and they are usually
overloaded due to the high number of different permissions to be
settled [5], thus, they often overlook permissions [29, 39]. Alsoubai
et al. [8] observed users and identified different categories of users’
behavior toward permissions. Wottrich et al. [113] analyzed how
smartphone users perceive the privacy trade-off. Ismail et al. [59]
used a crowd-sourced approach to study the impact of removing
some previously enabled smartphone app permissions on users’
privacy and utility. Also, some studies investigated how users make
permissions decisions [17], including one in the context of per-
mission run-time dialogue [16]. Finally, several studies [20, 52, 95]
explored the potential of using a personal privacy assistant to man-
age data-sharing and permissions. Elahi and Wang [28] propose
a framework to distribute the responsibility of choosing the pri-
vacy settings to reduce the amount of effort required of the users.
Smullen et al. [94] used machine learning to assist users in adjusting
their permissions.

As for permissions and TPAs related to OSNs, King et al. [63]
explored what Facebook users understand about their data-sharing
with TPAs and how they interact with them. Wang et al. [106] ana-
lyzed a large number of Facebook TPAs on how the permission box
dialog reflects the true app behavior. Krasnova et al. [65] studied
the users’ privacy concerns and attitudes toward data-sharing with
TPAs on Facebook, whereas Wisniewski et al. [111] focus on how
their concerns and attitudes are related to Facebook users’ engage-
ment with their “Facebook friends”. Recently, Arias-Cabarcos et al.
[13] studied the effect of transparency on users’ attitudes toward
data sharing by confronting them about Facebook TPAs’ behavior
toward data sharing. Multiple studies have proposed protection
mechanisms to improve the OSN data-sharing ecosystem, such as
a policy file-oriented solution [23], an alternative design for data-
sharing panel [106], solutions for flexible and minimal data-sharing
(e.g., fine-grained sharing) [12, 18, 64, 93], and a framework en-
abling OSN users to quantify the privacy and utility implications
of data-sharing with TPAs [3].

To sum up, while multiple studies have been conducted on users’
behavior and understanding of smartphone and OSN permissions,
and other studies have explored the potential of using and adopt-
ing mechanisms to improve app permissions, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no study—particularly, in the context of WAT
TPAs—that involves users in designing solutions to help them man-
age their privacy better.

3 PARTICIPATORY DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In this study, we focus on the solutions proposed by WAT users
to enhance their privacy when sharing their data. As the prob-
lem we aim to address is related to the end-users behaviors and
understanding, it is crucial to develop solutions tailored to their
specific needs. To achieve this, we conduct participatory design

sessions [109] with WAT users who actively share data with TPAs.
Whereas there are few studies discussing PETs in the context of new
functionalities for data sharing [7, 102, 115] or as tools to improve
comprehension of privacy policies [50], to the best of our knowl-
edge, all published works related to PETs for WAT-data sharing
have been about solutions designed by developers or researchers.
We believe that developers and researchers may carry biases related
to their roles, potentially overlooking usability issues with their
solutions. Consequently, involving users directly could provide us
with relevant perspectives and insights, as they are the primary
stakeholders in the use of WATs and data sharing. Participatory
design is a user-centered approach designers use to incorporate end
users into the design process [62]. This approach has been used in
multiple studies related to utility, including WAT utility [22, 69, 72],
and privacy [57, 88]. It proves especially valuable in developing
solutions related to usable security and privacy [116]. We sched-
uled three participatory design sessions. By soliciting direct input
from users for proposed solutions, we gather insights from the
individuals who are the most affected by privacy issues and the
usage of the related technology (i.e., WATs). We designed our study
according to the participatory design approach employed in prior
studies [45, 88, 109]. Most of the content presented to the partici-
pants during the design sessions was adapted from earlier research
findings (e.g., [115]). We performed different participatory design
activities to raise participants’ awareness about the risks associ-
ated with data sharing, stimulate their creativity, and elicit effective
solutions.

Ethical Considerations. Before each design session, participants
were required to sign a consent form outlining the conditions of
participation, details regarding the data being collected (and the
associated data-management plan), the procedure for withdraw-
ing from the study, and information about the financial incentive.
The institutional review board (IRB) at our university reviewed
and approved the consent form and the study itself. Participants
received compensation in 70 CHF (∼ 75 USD) at the conclusion of
each session.

3.1 Recruitment

LABEX, a dedicated structure of the University of Lausanne (UNIL),
helped us in the recruitment process by managing a pool of approx-
imately 8000 students from two universities (a technical one, i.e.,
EPFL, and a general one, i.e., UNIL itself, covering a broad range
of disciplines). Interested students participated in our experiment
by completing a brief screener survey, which we utilized to as-
sess their eligibility for participation. The online screener survey
was designed to be as concise as possible (taking approximately
5 minutes to complete). It consisted solely of questions necessary
to filter participants based on our criteria (see below), collecting
basic demographic information to ensure a balanced sample (e.g.,
concerning gender), WAT usage, and gathering insights into WAT
usage and data-sharing behavior. The recruitment criteria were
as follows: (1) regular use of a WAT device (a minimum of three
days a week) for more than six hours per day, (2) a minimum of
six months experience using their WAT (to ensure we had “expe-
rienced” users [19, 75]), (3) active data-sharing with at least one
third-party application, and (4) proficiency in French (i.e., the local
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language at the universities). By applying these criteria, we aimed
to engage individuals who already had a substantial connection
with their devices and possessed prior experience and familiarity
with the ecosystem. A total of 831 individuals responded to the
screener questionnaire, and 54 met the experiment’s criteria. To en-
sure high-quality discussions and to facilitate interaction between
the participants, we strategically conducted the sessions in person
with a limited number of attendees.

For each session, 11 individuals were invited to finally obtain
nine participants, anticipating a few potential ”no-shows.“ In cases
where more than nine individuals attended a given session, the last
arrivals were provided with 10 CHF (∼ 10 USD) as compensation.
However, the latecomers did not receive compensation. Should an
invited individual withdraw before the session commencement,
we extended an invitation to someone else. Overall, we invited 40
individuals (selected to achieve a balanced gender representation),
nine of whom withdrew before their session, two did not attend,
and three additional participants were sent back (including one who
was not compensated due to lateness). Ultimately, a total of 𝑁 = 26
individuals participated in the sessions. This sample size aligns with
the range observed in related work, with studies reporting sample
size of 𝑛 = 9 [46], 𝑛 = 15 [109], 𝑛 = 25 [45], and 𝑛 = 26 [88], among
others.

3.2 Participants & Groups Composition

Table 1 in Appendix D provides an overview of the sessions and
the composition of each group. The groups were carefully arranged
to ensure gender balance. Each group consisted of three partici-
pants, except for Group 2 in Session 1, which had only two partici-
pants. Out of all the participants, 42% were women (11 participants),
whereas 58% were men (15 participants). Their average age was
21.1 years, with a standard deviation of 2.5 years. On average, they
reported wearing their WAT for 5.9 days a week, with a standard de-
viation of 1.4 days. Approximately 35% wore their WAT for around
seven to 12 hours a day, 27% for 13 to 18 hours, and 38% for 19 to
24 hours. Our sample was composed of 65% of Apple users, 12% of
Fitbit users, 19% of Garmin users, and only one of them (4%) had
another type of device. Half of the participants (50%) shared their
data with only one TPA and 42% with two to five TPAs. Only two
participants shared their data with six to nine TPAs (4%), or with
10 or more TPAs (4%).

3.3 Session Procedure

To facilitate focused design sessions, we assigned participants to
different sessions, ensuring that each participant attended only one
session. Figure 6 in Appendix C describes the room and furniture
that we used during the session. We conducted all three sessions
on two consecutive days without overlap (one on the first day in
the afternoon and the other two on the second day, respectively,
in the morning and the afternoon). Each session lasted approx-
imately two and a half hours. Three researchers conducted the
sessions: the first author of this article, who served as the main
facilitator, and two assistants (including the second author of this
article). We recorded audio from all sessions and obtained consent
from participants to take photos of the artifacts. Before the study

commenced, we conducted a trial session with two external re-
searchers (non-co-authors) from our university who had expertise
in distributed systems and security & privacy, respectively. This
aided us in refining the protocol, making minor adjustments to
the presentations and slides, and slightly shortening the session by
removing a global discussion activity about personal experience
sharing, instead encouraging participants to share their experiences
during the sketching part.

For an overview of the session procedure, refer to Figure 5 in
Appendix B. Each session comprised five main segments: (1) In-
troduction, (2) Setting up the situation, (3) Upgrading knowledge,
(4) Sketching, and (5) Value ranking. These activities encompassed
three types: (a) Presentations, aimed at providing participants with
insights into the problems, state-of-the-art information, and general
ground truth about the WAT data-sharing ecosystem; (b) global ac-
tivities, where all nine participants collectively shared their knowl-
edge, experiments, and thoughts about WAT data-sharing; and
(c) group activities, involving three participants each, to help them
focus on specific problems and propose relevant solutions. Below,
we provide a detailed description of these activities.

3.3.1 Part I. Introduction (20 min.) Participants were invited to
attend participatory design sessions and were asked to wear their
WATs and bring their phones. Two researchers welcomed them,
ushered them into the room, and guided them through the pro-
cess of filling out and signing the consent form. Afterward, they
were seated around a table, free to choose their seats. Once every-
one was seated, a few participants were asked to switch places to
form gender-balanced groups. Following verbal confirmation of
participants’ consent, the session commenced with audio and video
recording. The study’s main goals were outlined after a brief descrip-
tion of the schedule. The main facilitator emphasized the purpose:
Designing tools to enhance users’ data-sharing management and/or
improve their understanding of the data-sharing process.

3.3.2 Part II. Setting Up the Stage (20 min.) Each session began
with a brief presentation highlighting howWAT-data sharing could
impact users’ privacy. This activity aimed to ensure participants
were aware of the issue and encouraged to share their concerns and
experiences regarding data sharing. The facilitator demonstrated
various ways WAT users share their data and presented a short
video illustrating the process of granting and revoking access to
data for a specific TPA. Strava was used as an example due to its
widespread use as a fitness app. Participants were then prompted
with thought-provoking questions about data privacy: “Who do
you think might be interested in accessing your fitness data, and
why?”, and “What do you think it is possible to do with or learn
from your fitness data?”

Participants discussed these questions with their group mates
for five minutes. By instructing them to engage in small-group dis-
cussions, we encouraged everyone to participate and think deeply
about it. This provided opportunities for participants to express
their opinions and thoughts. Indeed, pedagogical research has
shown that, compared to simple lectures, asking people to dis-
cuss specific questions in small groups increases their engagement
and retention of knowledge [38, 101]. Participants shared and de-
bated their answers; they raised additional related questions and
answers. The facilitator supervised this discussion. Subsequently,
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the facilitator briefly presented the potential privacy threats caused
by WAT-data sharing. The facilitator presented a summary of pre-
vious research, indicating that WAT data can be used to infer mul-
tiple sensitive information, such as activities [76], food, alcohol
and drug consumption [15, 51, 78], health and mental health condi-
tion [26, 54, 66, 107], and personality traits [114]. Additionally, the
facilitator presented media sources demonstrating the intention of
certain organizations (e.g., government, business) to use this data
to monitor the behavior of specific individuals [27, 86, 98].

3.3.3 Part III. Upgrading Knowledge (20 min). Participants need
to have an accurate mental model of the WAT ecosystem before
designing solutions for it. Therefore, we discussed the process of
WAT-data sharing with TPAs and how the data-sharing environ-
ment works [80, 115]. Together with the participants, we recon-
structed the data flow by asking them what the different entities
are, what their relations are, and how the data is shared between
them. We rectified any misconceptions among the participants At
this juncture, we aimed to construct an accurate visual represen-
tation of the process on a flip chart. As active learning increases
knowledge acquisition and performance [38], by involving every-
one in this process, we increased their engagement to ensure they
acquire a correct mental model of the ecosystem. However, as we
wanted to provide them with only the correct model and needed
the activity to be reasonably brief, we conducted it together. Also,
to help the participants be at the same knowledge level and aware
of the research problem, we briefly presented the current literature
knowledge about users’ behavior and their understanding of data
sharing with third parties and the related threats [41, 102, 115].

3.3.4 Part IV. Sketching (70 min). We tasked each group with con-
ceiving and proposing at least two solutions to enhance users’
privacy concerning data sharing. Participants were instructed to:
(1) Determine one or two specific problems (challenges) that they
want to solve, (2) Imagine at least two new functionalities/solutions
to fix the problems (i.e., either two solutions for one problem or two
solutions for two problems), and (3) Draw sketches to visualize their
solutions. Before sketching, we conducted a short presentation shar-
ing tips and instructions about designs and how to sketch [46, 47] to
ensure participants have basic information to sketch. Time permit-
ting, we welcomed more solutions from each group. We provided
the participants with large paper sheets (A3), sticky notes, colored
pens, and markers. Each group worked separately, and there were
no interactions between groups at this stage. The participants were
encouraged to share their own experience with WAT data-sharing
with others to raise the positive and negative points of their own
experience with data sharing. From time to time, we visited the
different tables to observe the progress of the activity, where fa-
cilitators asked a few questions, without too much interrupting
or priming the participants. This enabled us to understand where
participants were in defining their problem and/or the design of
their solution. It also helped to check that participants understood
the process and had no questions about what they were doing. Fig-
ures 8 and 7 in Appendix E demonstrate the sketching stage and
the drawings produced by the corresponding groups.

3.3.5 Part V. Value Ranking (30 min). This activity aims to make
the participants evaluate and provide feedback for each other’s

solutions. We asked the participants to present their sketches (i.e.,
individually or together) and discuss them with the other partici-
pants from different groups—in the same session. Each presentation
(5 min) was in three phases: presentation, Q&A, and evaluation.
Figure 9 in Appendix E shows participants during the presentation
of one of their designs. After each presentation, participants were
asked to evaluate the proposed solution regarding usability [14]
(i.e., if such technology would be easy to use) and potential adop-
tion [85] (i.e., if they would use such technology in everyday life if
it exists). Adoption mostly refers to the likelihood of users indeed
using the solution. They assigned grades on a five-point Likert
Scale for each of these points. The grades were collected using an
online form that the participants could access with their phones
(i.e., with a URL address or by scanning a QR code). The evaluation
was anonymous, and we just asked the participants to indicate if
they were one of the designers of the same solution or not. The
evaluation by the participants is directly related to the proposed
solutions and not to the design features we later identified from
the solutions. This evaluation provides us with insightful informa-
tion about how the participants perceived the different proposed
functionalities. After grading, one of the facilitators collected all
the material (text and drawing) related to the presented design.
The anonymity of the evaluation served to mitigate potential social
biases that could influence the evaluation. Subsequently, we asked
the participants if there were any comments or questions about
the session, or information security & privacy in general, and we
discussed them if necessary. Finally, each participant was paid in
cash and signed a payment form upon leaving.

3.4 Data Analysis

We coded the sketches to identify design features from the vari-
ous proposed solutions. Subsequently, we assessed these identified
design features.

3.4.1 Coding. In total, we collected 19 solutions from three ses-
sions, with each group proposing two designs, except for one group
that proposed three.We used open coding [87] to categorize themul-
tiple functionalities (i.e., design features) included in the different
designs. Two researchers, who were the facilitators of the participa-
tory design sessions, independently developed a codebook before
exchanging their codes (henceforth Coder 1 and Coder 2). We noted
a high overlap rate between the codes and design feature categories
defined in the two codebooks. After comparing both codebooks,
Coder 1 built a new final codebook by merging overlapping codes
and designing feature categories, which was subsequently reviewed
and refined by Coder 2. Finally, both coders reached an agreement
on the coding. Table 2 in Appendix G summarizes the results of the
coding with all the categories. In total, the final coding identified
16 distinct codes classified into seven themes. As they describe
design features, and one specific design could implement multiple
features, these codes and categories are non-exclusive. As a result,
regarding their functionalities, each design could correspond to
multiple design-feature categories.

3.4.2 Feature Evaluation. In addition to the evaluation of the de-
sign provided by the participants themselves (see Section 3.3.5) to
provide a more in-depth perspective on how these solutions could
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be implemented and used, we evaluated these different types of
technologies (i.e., the pre-defined categories). We gathered around
a table, and Coder 1 presented the features to the other researchers,
including two researchers who did not take part in the coding.
Coder 1 showcased a slide with the feature’s name, a brief descrip-
tion, and representative examples from the drawings. We discussed
the feature (5 minutes), with the opportunity for all of them to
pose questions to the presenter. Finally, we (i.e., all researchers)
provided comments (3 minutes), offering graded evaluations on a
scale ranging from 1 to 5 points for feasibility (i.e., if it is feasible to
develop the solution) and effectiveness (i.e., if it would be effective
in protecting the users’ privacy). The feasibility criteria refers to
technical feasibility (i.e., is it easy to implement for the developers)
but also more generally to the amount of effort for companies to
implement a solution regarding other criteria (e.g., legal, financial).
Following the grading, a free discussion ensued, encompassing
comments on their evaluations, suggestions for improvement, and
examples of similar designs implemented in different contexts. The
meeting was recorded, and lasted approximately 90 minutes.

3.4.3 Score Analysis. For each design feature, we computed the
mean and standard deviation of the scores for usability and adoption
of all designs (rated by the participants). The rating given by the
designers themselves were excluded from consideration, as their
perspectives may be biased due to their vested interest in their
designs performing well. Also, we computed the mean and standard
deviation of the scores for feasibility and effectiveness (rated by the
researchers).

4 PARTICIPATORY DESIGN OUTCOMES

Figure 1 shows seven features extracted after coding the 19 designs
presented in the participatory design sessions. For each feature, we
begin with a complete description of its functionalities. Then, if
applicable, we provide examples of similar features that already
exist in another context (e.g., mobile phone permissions, social
networks), that usually help users to easily monitor what type of
data is shared with which application. Next, we first present our
own qualitative evaluation and then the quantitative evaluation
rated by the participants and ourselves.

4.1 Feature 1 - Partial Sharing

Partial sharing enablesWAT users to share only part of their data ac-
cording to a specific time frame or a given context. Granting access
to WAT data permits the TPAs to access every data of a specified
type regardless of when the data has been collected by the device. In
other words, a TPA can access WAT data that was collected before
a user granted access. Using this feature, the user would be able
to choose a specific data-collection time frame that they want to
share (excluding the others). partial sharing was present in three
different designs proposed by the participants. Whereas one of the
designs allows users to select a time frame by indicating dates,
another one simply enables the user to choose between sharing all
the data or only the data that has been collected since the access
was granted. In a different approach, the third design (see Figure 11
in Appendix F) is context-aware, allowing users to indicate the data
type and the activity type they would want to share (e.g., sharing
only the heart rate data that were collected while running). This

last design also proposes a “start sharing” feature that the user
could enable and disable to select the time frame during which
the data is shared (and only the data collected during this specific
time frame). This feature shares some similarities with the so-called
run-time permission of Android [11]. However, whereas in this
case, Android may only allow an app to access a given data source
(e.g., GPS, camera) while this app is running, in the case of WATs,
this will not prevent the TPA from accessing all the collected data
for a given type (e.g., all the step count) as the API key does not
currently allow access to be limited to a certain timeframe (as pro-
posed by partial sharing). This feature should be implemented
by the service providers (e.g., Apple or Fitbit).

This feature is promising to address one of the issues detected
in previous work, that is users’ misunderstanding that when they
grant access to their data, they also grant access to data that was
collected in the past [115]. However, we think that this feature may
be a bit restrictive, and we can propose more functionalities than
only basing the access control on time, like the possibility for the
users to choose with which granularity they want to share the data
(e.g., the step counts for each minute, hour, or day).
Regarding the scores, this feature received the second-highest score
for feasibility (4.75) and effectiveness (4.00). As for the evaluations
by the participants, this feature received the second-highest score
for adoption (4.12) and usability (4.41). Therefore, we can affirm
that, with all scores above 4, this feature is particularly appreciated.

4.2 Feature 2 - Visualization

Such solutions aim to enhance users’ understanding of their shar-
ing behavior by designing new visualization tools. These tools can
help the users explore the shared data and the different related
TPAs by classifying them either by data type or by TPAs. Some
proposed visualization features also allow users to keep track of
all shared data through a logging system and by displaying an ac-
curate data-sharing history. Additionally, this feature aids users
in tracking their behavior toward sharing by presenting specific
statistics about their usage of the different TPA services that are
installed on their phones. visualization was present in five dif-
ferent designs. Currently, most platforms allow users to check a
list of connected TPAs (see Figure 14a in Appendix F). However,
no companion app provides a list of TPAs classified based on the
type of shared data. This feature should be implemented by service
providers. An example of visualization, in a different context, is
available on iOS and Android for access management of mobile
applications (see Figure 14b in Appendix F). The behavioral and log
statistics feature is also similar to the macOS screen time.3

The weakest aspect of visualization is effectiveness. Indeed,
one of the main drawbacks of this approach is that it may not be
highly effective. Whereas it may lead to a change or increase aware-
ness of the users, the mechanism itself is not directly protecting
privacy. Therefore, we gave this feature a low score for effective-
ness (3.00). However, feasibility received the second-highest score
(4.75, tied with three other features). In terms of evaluation by the
participants, this feature did not receive a high score for adoption
(3.82); however, it received a decent score for usability (4.21). We

3https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210387, Last accessed May 2024.
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Reminder Feature 6Feature 4

Reminding that data is shared; 
periodic “opt-in” or “opt-out” 
renewal

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP 

Feature 5 Revocation
Helping to revoke access when
uninstalling a TPA’s mobile app 

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP, OS (low involvement) 

Education

Scores

Teaching how data is shared and 
what are the risks 

Example

stakeholders
SP 

Feature 7 TPA Limit
Limit the number of TPAs users 
can share their data with 

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP 

Feature 1 Partial Sharing

Sharing data related to specific 
activities or timeframes 

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP 

Feature 2 Visualization

Other ways to visualize which data
is shared with which TPA

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP 

Feature 3 Centralization

Specific TPA’s app store or plugins
directly implemented in service 
provider’s mobile app

Example

Scores

stakeholders
SP, TPA 

Figure 1: Presentation of the seven identified design features. For each, we provide a title, a short definition, a translated

example sketch, examples from different contexts, the result of our evaluation and that by the participants (means and standard

deviation on a five-point Likert Scale), and the stakeholders who should take action to implement the design. e, f, u, and a

stands for effectiveness, feasibility, usability, and adoption, respectively. Note that e and f are graded by the authors during

the data analysis, but u and a are graded by the participants during the session. sp, tpa, and os stands for service provider,
third-party app operator, and operating system, respectively.

believe that such a solution might be perceived as useful, and multi-
ple WAT users might be interested in accessing information about
their data sharing. However, most of the users will probably not
use it, as they would need to actively check a dedicated section in
the service provider’s mobile app, which is already quite complex.
Indeed, previous research on online social networks and Android
permissions has shown that most of the users never update or even
check their privacy settings [36, 49].

4.3 Feature 3 - Centralization

Centralization is not a new feature but rather a solution that guar-
antees secure data sharing among users. Two different solutions
were proposed. The first solution suggests that the main service
provider should have its own TPA app store. Any TPA interested
in offering services in the app store would first need to obtain ap-
proval from the main service provider. This approval would serve
as a guarantee to users that the TPA will confidentially and se-
curely process their data, assuring that their privacy will not be
compromised. In a slightly different context, a known example of
this feature is Google Play’s privacy labels4 (or data safety section),
allowing developers to disclose information about their app’s data
collection, sharing, and security measures. The second proposed
method is to eliminate the possibility of sharing users’ data with
TPAs and replace it with a plugin system directly integrated into
the main application. This solution would guarantee that the users’
data would not be stored on the TPA’s server at any moment, as
the main service provider would remain the data-processing en-
tity. centralization was incorporated into three different designs.
This solution would necessitate active participation from service
providers and TPA companies.
4https://blog.google/products/google-play/data-safety/, Last accessed May 2024.

The positive aspect of this feature is that a dedicated store would
force TPAs to be more transparent about what they do with the
data. However, regarding the plugin solution, we highly doubt that
such a solution can be put in place. We therefore gave this feature
by far the lowest evaluation for feasibility (2.00), and the second-
lowest score for effectiveness (2.67). As for adoption and usability,
it received average scores (4.00, and 4.18, respectively).

4.4 Feature 4 - Reminders

reminder is designed to address the well-known problem of users
forgetting to revoke access [99, 115] by proposing notification re-
minders. Such a system could simply remind users periodically that
they are sharing their data with TPAs. Multiple designs propose
further engaging features by directly asking the users to renew the
previously granted access (i.e., to opt-in again) or by asking them
if they want to revoke it (i.e., to opt-out). Similar reminder mecha-
nisms were implemented in other contexts. For example, Facebook
implemented a privacy checkup system [33] to periodically remind
users about the app they share their data with and ask them if
they want to revise the access authorizations. This feature could be
implemented by service providers. reminder was present in seven
solutions. Figure 12 in Appendix F depicts one of the examples.

Whereas this feature would not solve all privacy issues, it solves
the problem of forgetting and is highly likely to be used, as already
shown by previous research [115]. This feature received the second
highest score for feasibility (4.75) and effectiveness (4.00), and even
if the mean score for usability (4.03) is not one of the highest, it is
greater than 4, which is a decent score. As the score of adoption
(3.75) is slightly lower than 4, we would recommend implementing
that feature with an option to disable it or choosing the reminder
frequency to avoid bothering users who do not want to use it.
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4.5 Feature 5 - Revocation Assistance

This feature assists users in revoking data access. Two of the related
proposed solutions include features for directly asking the user if
they want to revoke access to their data when they uninstall a
TPA’s mobile app from their phone. This feature is relevant because
some users would be concerned about their data being deleted
after uninstalling TPAs [115]. revocation assistance was present
in three different designs. One of these designs also includes an
automatic data-revocation option for when a TPA’s mobile app
is not used for a while. A similar technique was implemented by
Google on Android phones called “Remove permissions for unused
apps”5 to automatically remove permissions for apps than you did
not use for a certain amount of time. The third design implements an
option for directly sending a message to the TPA’s company to ask
them to delete any related data that are stored on their servers. This
feature is supported by Article 17 of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) about the “right to be forgotten.”6 Figure 13
in Appendix F is one of the designs implementing a feature that
would enable revoking access while uninstalling a TPA’s mobile
app on the phone. Service providers should implement this feature,
and depending on the specific version of the feature, it may also
require the involvement of the company that provides the OS of the
phone (e.g., sending a revoking request when uninstalling the app).
This feature is slightly similar to the option provided by Android
to remove permission of unused apps [10]. However, implementing
such automatic data access revocation for TPA would raise new
privacy issues. Indeed, even if the service provider (e.g. Fitbit) has
access to the API access logs, it does not have access to the mobile
app usage logs, and thus can not precisely know which are or are
not used. The operating systems of the smartphone should therefore
allow the service provider (e.g. Fitbit) to have access to the data
usage logs to verify which TPAs are no longer used. Furthermore,
the option to automatically send a data removal request to the TPA
company could also be imposed by law, as it refers to GDPR.

This feature is very promising as it would increase privacy overall
without decreasing utility. This feature received the highest score
for effectiveness (4.50) and a decent score for feasibility (4.50). It also
received the highest mean scores for adoption (4.28) and usability
(4.50). Except for feasibility (for which it still received a decent
mean score), this feature is the best-rated one.

4.6 Feature 6 - Education & Sensitization

Participants proposed adding a tutorial or awareness-raising video
during the data-sharing process. Such a video would serve as an
educational tool to encourage users to be mindful and consider-
ate about the consequences of WAT data sharing, hoping it can
be more effective than the typical text-based “terms of services.”
Earlier literature showed that users usually would skip reading
such text-based privacy notices [84]. reminder was present in four
different designs. One of the designs proposes to show a short video
to the user to explain how data-sharing works and what are the
multiple related risks to their privacy. This design also specifies that
5https://support.google.com/android/answer/9431959?hl=en#zippy=
%2Cautomatically-remove-permissions-for-unused-apps, Last accessed May
2024.
6https://gdpr.eu/right-to-be-forgotten/#:~:text=In%20Article%2017%2C%20the%
20GDPR,originally%20collected%20or%20processed%20it, Last accessed May 2024.

after watching the video, the users would have to answer a short
quiz, and if they fail, they could not share their data. The fourth
design aims to implement an informative and interactive consent
form, enabling the users to click on different links to obtain more
information about how their data is processed. This feature should
be implemented by the service provider or by the TPA’s company.
The use of educational videos as privacy-preserving interventions
has been proposed in various contexts, such as for multiparty pri-
vacy conflicts on social media [108]. Also, trading apps usually offer
brief training when users create an account.7

We believe forcing users to watch a video is challenging because
they could be doing something else while the video is playing.
Besides the possibility of refraining from watching enforced videos,
we also think that such interventions harm the sense of gratification
that users would perceive when using a new technology. Indeed,
when users install a TPA, they usually want to test it immediately,
and their interest in tutorial videos is probably modest. Despite a
decent score in feasibility (4.75), reminder received the lowest score
for effectiveness (2.50). Furthermore, it received the second-lowest
score for adoption (3.55) and usability (3.82).

4.7 Feature 7 - TPAs Limit

This feature aims to limit the number of TPAs the users can share
their data with. If a user wants to share their data with a new TPA
and this number is already reached, they will first have to revoke a
previously granted access. Only one design implements this feature.
This feature should be implemented by the service provider. Such
a limitation is implemented, for example, WhatsApp that permits
linking an account to only four different devices at the same time
(see Figure 10 in Appendix F).8

We believe that users would not like any feature that limits
their choices. Thus, if that feature could be enabled or disabled,
most of them would probably disable it the first time they get
prevented from installing something. This feature received a low
score for effectiveness (2.50). Indeed, even if the feature of having
a limited number of TPAs with which users can share their data
would certainly increase users’ privacy, users would not like it and
would not want such a feature to be implemented. Furthermore,
users could simply revoke/grant access multiple times, which does
not help them. Considering the simplicity of this feature, it received
the highest mean score for feasibility (5.00). As for the evaluation
by the participants, this feature also received the lowest mean score
for adoption (2.83) and usability (3.17).

5 DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED FEATURES

We investigated the widespread problem of user data-sharing in
the context of third-party applications (TPAs) and wearable activ-
ity trackers (WATs). Through participatory design sessions, our
participants provided us with multiple designs to help users better
manage their WAT-data sharing and protect their privacy. These
proposed solutions offer novel insights into the future design and
development of privacy-enhancing technologies for WAT-data shar-
ing with TPAs. In the following sections, we further discuss these
7https://www.degiro.ch/helpdesk/en/trading-possibilities/why-do-i-have-complete-
test-i-can-trade-product, Last accessed May 2024.
8https://faq.whatsapp.com/378279804439436/?helpref=uf_share, Last accessed May
2024.
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findings, including their limitations and technical feasibility, and
envision possible combinations of these solutions to build effective
PETs.

Enabling the users to share selectively based on context, or

specific timeframes (i.e., which data and activity type they want
to share regarding the time it was collected or the corresponding
activity) could address one major misunderstanding regarding data
sharing. Users tend to think that they only share the data that was
collected from the moment they granted access authorization. This
is not the case; once a TPA has access to a user’s given type of data
(e.g., step-count, heart-rate), they can access all data corresponding
to this type, regardless of when it was collected [115]. Furthermore,
it could likely increase user privacy by substantially reducing the
amount of personal data9 that a potential adversary would have
access to. As suggested during the evaluation by the authors, it
could be particularly interesting to also limit the amount of shared
information by allowing users to share aggregated data. Indeed,
previous research already discussed options to share data aggre-
gated over time (e.g., aggregating the data series by the day) [30]
and showed that it is an effective technique for mitigating infer-
ence attacks [114] and is likely to be adopted by a large number
of WAT users [115]. However, this study is, to our knowledge, the
first the highlight the need for partial sharing regarding a specific
context or timeframe, which was highlighted through the use of a
user-centered approach.

Mechanisms such as reminder notifications and “opt-out” or
“opt-in” access-authorization renewal were also evaluated as hav-
ing high usability and effectiveness (especially according to the
evaluation by the authors). An advantage of such solutions is their
feasibility to develop them without many technical challenges. A
similar feature was also proposed and evaluated in previous re-
search [115], showing that WAT users are particularly inclined to
use reminder notifications. However, we recommend implementing
only “opt-out” renewal, as “opt-in” could cause utility issues be-
cause such a feature would revoke the access if the user ignores the
message. The user should be able to choose the frequency of such
notifications or disable them, for example, by checking a box that
appears with the notification (e.g., “don’t ask me again”). Further-
more, the design of reminder notifications could be utilized from
statistics about the number of data requests for each TPA (i.e., how
many times a particular TPA accesses their data, and what type
of data). Such information is available to the service provider as a
TPA generally accesses user data using a dedicated API. Using such
statistics in the design could raise awareness among the users about
the amount of data that they actually share. However, the risk of
using statistics is that the TPAs may game the system and increase
the number of data requests just to show that the user actively uses
the service. This could undermine the feature’s intended purpose.

The feature allowing users to revoke data access when unin-
stalling a TPA’s mobile app or asking a TPA’s company to remove
data from their servers received the most positive feedback from
the participants and us. Therefore, we find that such a protection
mechanism should be implemented. Indeed, as multiple WAT ser-
vice providers implement data access for TPAs by using API keys

9Following the concept of data minimization: https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/
data-protection/glossary/d_en, Last accessed May 2024.

or access tokens (e.g., using protocols such as OAuth [21]), it might
not be clear for users that the access authorization is not necessarily
revoked when they delete a TPA’s mobile app from their phone
and that the TPA can still access their data from server to server.
Solutions in revocation assistance could not only remind the
users to revoke the access but also teach them that they must do it if
they want to stop sharing their data with a given TPA. Furthermore,
a feature to help WAT users ask a TPA’s company to remove data
from their servers is not only a particularly good feature for increas-
ing privacy but a means of complying with Article 17 of the GDPR:
“The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller
the erasure of personal data concerning him or her without undue
delay and the controller shall have an obligation to erase personal
data without undue delay [...]” [100]. However, simple notifications,
as suggested in reminder, would be preferable to automatic re-
vocation, as the former could cause utility issues (e.g., an access
authorization being removed without the user noticing).

We would therefor propose a multi-dimensional approach com-
prising partial sharing, reminder, and revocation assistance
to helpWAT users better manage data sharing. It implements partial
sharing (i.e., timeframe, context, and temporal aggregation), period-
ical reminders with “opt-out” renewal (i.e., the user has to revoke
the access actively) as well as a disabling option, and an option to
revoke access authorization when uninstalling the TPA’s mobile
app from the phone as well as the option to send an automatic data
removal request to the corresponding company. Figure 2 illustrates
the workflow ofWAT-data sharing and outlines the distinct features
that we recommend. The workflow, informed by prior literature
on WATs, encompasses three primary phases in the utilization of
TPAs (and consequently the data exchange with them): (1) adoption
(i.e., when users initiate the use of WATs) [31, 81], (2) adherence
(i.e., the period during which users continue using WATs) [97],
and (3) abandonment (i.e., when users cease using WATs) [19, 34].
During the adoption step, a given user contemplates using a TPA,
usually installing the corresponding mobile app on their phone,
and sharing their data with the TPA. To do so, the user usually can
select the type of data they want to share (e.g., step count, heart
rate, activities) and has to agree to share their data, generally by
tapping/clicking on an “accept” button. In that step, we propose
partial sharing (i.e., partial sharing), offering the user a different
option to share more specific data regarding context and timeframe,
and to only share aggregated data. Implementing such a feature
early in the process is important as the TPA will have access to all
data for a given type as soon as the user accepts to share. The user
interface of such a multi-aspect partial sharing feature is out of
the scope of our work and should be investigated in future studies.
During the adherence step of the data-sharing process, the user
passively shares their data to a given TPA by just wearing the TPA
and potentially using the corresponding mobile app. We still pro-
pose partial sharing, in this step, as the user may want to modify
them, either to share more or less data and adjust the privacy risks.
Additionally, we suggest reminding the user, helping them not for-
get about the previously granted access to their data, and the fact
that they can revoke this authorization. In the abandonment step,
revocation assistance assists the user in revoking previously
granted access when they uninstall or remove the TPA mobile app
from their phone, and reminds the user that they can request the
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Figure 2: An example of meta-solution for TPA privacy – Top: A typical workflow of a user interacting with a TPA; Middle:

Privacy-enhancing features; Bottom: Expected outcomes

corresponding company to delete their data, including personally
identifiable information and WAT data, according to the GDPR.

This proposition of meta-solution corresponds to a privacy-by-
control approach in the sense that it offers the users more options
to decide which data they want to share, which they do not, and
to which they no longer want the TPA company to have access.
We believe that this solution would be highly effective in giving
users more control over what data they do or do not want to share
(and with whom), and that it would go a long way in reducing the
risks to their privacy (particularly related to the inference of other
sensitive data [74, 112, 114]), but also to reduce their concerns about
using WATs. Furthermore, even if this specific study is focused on
WAT data sharing, the solution we propose can be implemented,
at least partially, in every type of API-based data-sharing system.
Indeed, features such as time-framed partial sharing or reminders
are not specific to WAT data. However, this solution cannot help
the user in case of a data breach, once their data is shared, they can
have no (technical) guarantee that any third parties will not keep,
share, or use the data without their consent.

Such a more global solution requires almost exclusively the ser-
vice provider to be involved, which makes them the primary stake-
holder, allowing users to increase their privacy. This is an advantage
for users or any other party (e.g., a legal authority), as they would
not need to request new features from multiple third parties, but
only from a single entity (the service provider), requiring less effort
on their end. Recognizing that the presented solution is just one
manifestation of the diverse set of potential design configurations
is essential. The participatory approach we took uncovered a range
of innovative design features, each with the potential to enhance
user privacy in distinct ways. Thus, other combinations and ar-
rangements of these features have the potential to produce equally
effective solutions. Having said that, some of the proposed ideas
require more consideration. For example, a particularly drastic one
would be to store data directly only on the WAT or the smartphone
and block any transmission of the data. However, this could lead to
severe drawbacks for utility, as these devices (especially the WAT)
have very limited computing and storage capacities.

Finally, it is essential to note that multiple proposed solutions
have similar already existing solutions in other contexts, e.g., Face-
book Privacy-Checkup [33] or Android run-time permission [11],
as discussed in Sections 2 and 4. However, this does not constitute a

problem in terms of the novelty and relevance of the design proposi-
tion; it may even have been a source of inspiration for participants.
Furthermore, the fact that there are similar solutions for other types
of technology can only increase the necessity of their implementa-
tion in the context of WAT and additionally show their feasibility.
In this context, developing such solutions would require additional
work as the data types are different (e.g., time series). Furthermore,
as WATs consist of particular devices and data environments, users’
needs in terms of usability and utility could also be different, hence
the importance of user-centered approaches as ours.

6 EVALUATION OF SELECTED FEATURES

After classifying and evaluating the various proposed features, we
found that a general solution combining partial sharing, re-
minder, and revocation assistancewould constitute a promising
tool to help WAT users effectively protect their privacy. Indeed, all
three have at least three of the four evaluated aspects (either by the
participants or by us) that receive a score of at least 4 (the other
features have only two or less).

6.1 Survey Methodology

To better understand users’ assessment of these features, we de-
ployed an online survey with WAT users. This evaluation serves
two purposes: First, it facilitates the understanding of the potential
effectiveness and usability of such features; Second, it complements
the results of our participatory design study with the perspective of
a more diverse sample, in terms of age and educational background.

We recruited the respondents through Prolific. We first deployed
a screener survey (with four questions) to 1000 respondents, asking
them about the brand of their WAT, the frequency of using WAT
(per week), and the experience of sharing data with TPA. Next, we
contacted 454 respondents whowere (1) fluent in English, (2) owned
an Apple Watch, Fitbit, or Garmin, (3) wore their WAT at least five
days per week, (4) shared their data with at least one TPA, and
(5) had an approval rate of at least 95% in Prolific (indicating they
were reliable respondents). The respondents were paid 0.1 GBP
(∼ 0.13 USD) for answering the screener survey.
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The questionnaire was designed to take around 20 minutes to
complete.10 The survey started with a consent form. In the next
section, the respondents were asked about their WAT usage behav-
ior. The main part of the survey included descriptions of the three
best-evaluated features in Section 4 (partial sharing, reminder,
and revocation assistance) and their mock-ups as examples (i.e.,
available in the OSF repository). For each of the three features, we
asked respondents to report usage likelihood (adoption), perceived
effectiveness for privacy improvement, potential ease of use (usabil-
ity), and recommendation potential (a.k.a. net promoter score or
NPS) of this feature, using a five-point Likert scale. However, un-
like previous evaluations, we did not assess feasibility, as it would
be more for developers or experts than for the users to evaluate
such an aspect. Furthermore, for each feature, we asked a general
open-ended question to gather additional comments or suggestions
(including pros and cons).

Our IRB approved the study. Before launching the survey, we
performed in-person cognitive pretests to identify any issues with
its designs.We invited two non-project researchers from the first au-
thor’s institution who were WAT users. During the test, we slightly
improved the phrasing of the descriptions and revised the open-
ended questions. We also used two attention-check questions in the
survey and used the open-ended questions as a proxy to evaluate
the quality of the respondents’s answers [73]. To compensate for
the respondents’ effort, each received 4 GBP (∼ 5.1 USD).

6.1.1 General Statistics. Initially, we collected 209 responses. We
excluded eight responses due to being incomplete or failing to
respond to attention checks and open-ended questions. In total,
we report the answer of 𝑁 = 201 WAT users including 55.7% of
men, 43.8% of women, and 0.5% (1 individual) who preferred not to
answer. They were aged from 19 to 73 with a mean of 40 (𝑆𝐷 = 12).
As for their device usage, 43% were Apple users, 36% Fitbit users,
and 21% Garmin users. Only 1.9% were using their device for less
than one month, while 20.4% used it for one month to one year,
28.9% used it from one to three years, 26.4% from three to five years,
and 22.4% for more than five years. Finally, they wear their devices
for an average of 6.7 days a week (𝑆𝐷 = 0.8).

6.2 Survey Findings and Discussion

We used the affinity diagramming method11 to inductively analyze
the open-ended answers. The rest of the answers are reported using
descriptive statistics. In addition to the mean scores reported here-
after, Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the five-point Likert
scale evaluations for the three features. Overall, revocation assis-
tance and reminder features received more favorable scores than
partial sharing. Interestingly, the evaluations across all features
showed remarkable consistency, with each feature receiving similar
scores for their respective metrics. We will now provide a detailed
elaboration on the findings for each feature. According to the sur-
vey’s respondents evaluation, revocation assistance received the
best feedback for adoption (𝑀 = 4.5), effectiveness (𝑀 = 4.4), and
recommendation (𝑀 = 4.4). As for usability, it received a slightly
lower score (𝑀 = 4.3). The majority of respondents discussed the
perceived benefits of revocation assistance, particularly empha-
sizing its ability to highlight a commonmisunderstanding that
uninstalling an app does not automatically revoke data access. A
26-year-old woman, Apple user, captured this sentiment, stating, “I
didn’t realize that this happened so this feature would be incredible!”
This realization was seen as the main advantage of the feature,
ensuring users are informed and can prevent unintentional sharing
after TPA uninstallation. Other highlighted benefits included the
feature’s ability to facilitate seamless data deletion, save time, and
provide an extra layer of protection, which contributes to a sense
of confidence in sharing, and control. However, there were calls
for further assurances that data deletion requests are indeed exe-
cuted, with some respondents expressing the need for regulatory
monitoring to ensure compliance. Additionally, the feature was rec-
ognized as useful for users transitioning to new devices, ensuring
continuity of data and access (i.e., by not revoking access when
uninstalling TPA in the old device). The respondents also noted the
importance of clear communication about the implications of data
deletion on service continuity. Lastly, some respondents found the
feature easy to find as it is integrated into the uninstallation

process, simplifying its use. Same as revocation assistance,
reminder also received overall high scores (i.e., both greater than
4 for all measured aspects) for adoption (𝑀 = 4.3), effectiveness
(𝑀 = 4.1), usability (𝑀 = 4.4), and recommendation (𝑀 = 4.1). Re-
spondents acknowledged the usefulness of reminder notifications in
effortlessly monitoring TPA permissions. They also highlighted
their impact inmitigating forgetfulness and adapting to changes
in user preferences over time. The familiarity of notifications was
also seen as a positive aspect, providing an easy and recognizable
way to stay informed. However, there was a concern about becom-
ing habituated to frequent reminders, with some noting the risk of
missing important alerts due to the many notifications they receive.
Respondents suggested the option to customize the frequency

of reminders to address this issue. A 34-year-old man, Garmin user,
stated, “This is good, but some people may find it annoying - having
the option to set how regularly this appears would be helpful here.”
Beyond the notifications, there were calls for a more actionable
approach, with suggestions for notifications to include direct links

10The script of the survey questionnaire is available in https://dx.doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/UEC85.
11https://www.nngroup.com/articles/affinity-diagram/, Last accessed May 2024.
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to a detailed and user-friendly interface for revoking TPA access
and for the content of the reminders to list the relevant TPAs. As
for partial sharing, it globally received lower scores for adoption
(𝑀 = 3.5), effectiveness (𝑀 = 3.5), usability (𝑀 = 3.7), and recom-
mendation (𝑀 = 3.5). Many respondents appreciated the control
partial sharing offers, emphasizing its value in selective sharing
based on context and time, reducing uncertainty and enhancing
trust. However, several respondents highlighted the complexity

of configuring partial sharing, noting that deciding what data
to share requires significant cognitive effort. A 32-year-old woman,
Fitbit user, remarked, “This looks a bit more complex to use, not sure if
I would go in and specifically use this to change features. I would prefer
to just have a blanket approach.” Also, some discussed the potential
for this privacy focus to compromise the utility of TPAs, indicat-
ing a challenging balance. To ease usability, respondents suggested
introducing predefined data sharing levels—basic, moderate, and
extreme—with explanations about the risks of sharing particular
data types. They also proposed a renewal option to allow users to
adjust their preferences over time, thus making the feature more
user-friendly and straightforward. Lastly, several respondents rec-
ognized the benefits of combining the features to create a unified
privacy management system. This aligns with our earlier proposal
(see Figure 2). Some users suggested merging reminder with par-
tial sharing or revocation assistance to receive timely alerts
during the adherence phase to enhance their awareness of data
sharing before deciding to delete a TPA (i.e., abandonment phase).
A 51-year-old woman, Fitbit user, highlighted, “This is useful, but
not as useful as the previous reminder - I would value being reminded
that I am sharing data well before the point where I delete an app.”
Such an integrated approach would ensure users are continually
informed and can make proactive decisions about their privacy
throughout the TPA’s lifecycle.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

This work has certain limitations. First, the sample of the partici-
patory design study is not representative of WAT users in terms
of age, educational background, and WAT brand. For example, Fit-
bit is known for being more permissive regarding TPAs, whereas
Apple users are accustomed to a more closed environment. In par-
ticular, Apple Health does not have a web API, only a local API.
Therefore, recruiting more participants who use devices from other
brands and with more representative demographics would likely
have resulted in more diverse design proposals. We attempted to
compensate for this limitation by designing the online survey to be
highly diverse, which validates results for a representative sample.
Secondly, participants evaluated each design as a whole rather
than evaluating the design features or individual proposed features
separately. Multiple designs included various features but were as-
sessed as holistic solutions. Therefore, while this approach allowed
us to draw general conclusions, the participants’ evaluations do
not precisely reflect how they would have evaluated each category
individually. In contrast, with the authors, evaluations were con-
ducted for each category individually. Additionally, aspects such as
usability or adoption require more comprehensive investigations.
In this work, we only assessed users’ perceptions of the potential
usability and adoption of each solution. Thirdly, as we conducted

multiple participatory design sessions, not all participants evalu-
ated all designs. Fourthly, we lack qualitative feedback from the
participants. Although we encouraged them to engage in discussion
after each presentation, they primarily asked questions to ensure
they correctly understood the design. Very few participants offered
remarks about their appreciation of the presented design. Lastly, we
do not propose highly technical solutions and focus mainly on user-
centered solutions. However, the main goal of the study is to ensure
diversity among the proposed solutions and increase the chances
of finding ideas that developers or people with a more technical
background would not necessarily have thought of and at the same
time guarantee high acceptability of the proposed solutions among
the general public. For that purpose, it was also important to us
that the users come with their technical background related to PETs
as is, that is why we only educated them about the data-sharing
ecosystem and not about information security. Advanced technical
solutions are therefore outside of the scope of this study. Also, we
can note that the most technical proposed solution (e.g., partial
sharing) received the lowest scores in our survey evaluation as it
was perceived as too complex by respondents.

For future work, we plan to further develop the proposed so-
lutions, and evaluate their effectiveness through in-the-lab user
studies. We also intend to implement and deploy such tools to test
their effectiveness in longitudinal in-the-wild user environments.
Such a study could help us understand how users can adopt and
use such a solution to protect WAT users’ privacy. Another interest-
ing study could be conducted on WAT companion-app developers
and/or companies to better understand their motivations and to
what extent they would consider implementing such functionalities.
Finally, we should actively follow the new data-sharing trends in
the WAT market, as well as the corresponding functionalities, to
observe if new privacy-enhancing technologies are indeed imple-
mented and to study potential new data-sharing behaviors that
could be harmful to privacy.

8 CONCLUSION

In this article, we report a participatory design study conducted
with 𝑁 = 26 WAT users to design new features that could help
WAT users better manage data sharing and thereby, increase their
privacy. We have classified the 19 different designs proposed by
the participants into seven different feature categories. We have de-
scribed and evaluated these categories, combining our evaluations
with the participants’ evaluations. We have used this information
along with other protection mechanism ideas previously proposed
in research [30, 102, 114, 115], to formulate a comprehensive solu-
tion that, in our opinion, would be highly effective in enhancing
WAT users’ privacy while maintaining a decent level of feasibility,
usability, and adoption. We then conducted a survey study with
𝑁 = 201 WAT users to evaluate the potential of these solutions. We
suggest combining three of the seven previously designed features:
partial sharing, reminder, and revocation assistance, along
with an additional feature of temporal aggregation informed by pre-
vious research [30, 114, 115]. Our work contributes to the privacy
field related to WATs by describing and evaluating efficient solu-
tions to helpWAT users better manage their data sharing with TPAs
and provide them with new functionalities for fine-grained sharing.
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Such a solution would increase WAT privacy while maintaining a
decent level of utility.
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Fitbit developer platform (May 2024).
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B SESSION TIMELINE

20 mins
INTRODUCTION

Reception of participants

Group creation

Start of recording

Groups were created and consent
forms were signed.

20 mins
SETTING UP THE SITUATION

Discussing questions

Discussing questions

Participants were informed about 
WAT privacy and data sharing.

20 mins
UPGRADING KNOWLEDGE

Participants mental models were
informed about WAT ecosystem.

70 mins
SKETCHING

Sharing practical tips for
sketching

19 solutions were sketched as 
PETs for WATs.

30 mins
VALUE RANKING

Designs were evaluated.

Presentation about WAT 
data sharing and asking
questions

Presentation of WAT 
privacy

Recontructing ecosystem
of WAT data-sharing

Presentation of findings 
about behavior and 
understanding of WAT 
users

Brainstorming about 
solutions

Sketching the solutions

Presenting solutions (6x)

Discussing solutions (6x)

Evaluating solutions (6x)

End of recording

Concluding discussions

individual activity (1 participant) group activity  (2-3 participants) session activity  (8-9 participant) presentation moderated by the main facilitator

Figure 5: Session timeline. This figure summarizes the activities (top), detailed steps (middle), and outcomes (bottom) of each

participatory design session.

C SESSION ROOM LAYOUT

Figure 6: Layout of the room where all the participatory

design sessions were conducted. Three tables, three chairs

each, drawing material (e.g., paper sheets, pens), a flipchart,

and a video projector (and a connected laptop) were used.

Also, three audio recorders (one per table) and two video

cameras were used to record the sessions. The facilitators

stood up and could freely move around while participants

sat in groups around the tables.

D DETAILS ABOUT THE PARTICIPANTS

DS G Gender Age Days Hours Nb TPAs Device

1 1 woman 23 6 13-18 1 Garmin
man 30 7 13-18 10+ Apple
man 20 7 13-18 1 Apple

2 woman 22 7 19-24 2-5 Fitbit
man 22 4 7-12 2-5 Garmin

3 woman 19 7 7-12 2-5 Apple
man 22 7 19-24 1 Apple
man 20 7 19-24 6-9 Apple

2 4 man 25 4 7-12 2-5 Garmin
woman 22 7 19-24 1 Fitbit
woman 19 5 19-24 2-5 Garmin

5 woman 24 6 13-18 2-5 Apple
man 19 5 13-18 2-5 Apple
man 20 5 19-24 1 Garmin

6 woman 23 5 19-24 1 Other
man 21 7 13-18 1 Apple

woman 20 7 13-18 2-5 Apple
3 7 man 21 7 7-12 2-5 Apple

woman 20 5 19-24 1 Apple
woman 21 5 7-12 1 Apple

8 woman 18 7 7-12 1 Apple
man 20 7 7-12 1 Apple
man 20 3 7-12 2-5 Apple

9 man 20 7 19-24 1 Apple
man 19 7 19-24 2-5 Fitbit

woman 19 3 7-12 1 Apple
Table 1: Details of participants for each participatory design

session and group. For each participant, we indicate which

design session (DS) and group (G) they were attributed to,

their gender, their age, howmany days a week and howmany

hours per day they usually wear their WAT, how many TPAs

they share their data with, and their WAT brand.
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E PHOTOS OF THE SESSIONS

Figure 7: A participant sketching

Figure 8: A group of participants discussing their sketched

solutions

Figure 9: A group presenting their design

F FEATURE EXAMPLES

Figure 10: Screenshot of the WhatsApp linked devices panel.

The user cannot link their account with more than four dif-

ferent devices at a time.

Figure 11: Translated version of the design that proposes par-

tial sharing regarding specific contexts (exercises) and/or

time frames (only the data collected during this context/time

frame will be shared). In this version of the design, we re-

placed all the text (written in French) with an English trans-

lation.

Figure 12: Translated version of a design that implements a

reminder notification feature (reminder).

Figure 13: A translated example of design implementing re-

vocation assistance enabling revoking access while unin-

stalling a TPA’s mobile app on the phone.
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(a) Garmin companion app

showing the TPAs list. When

the user taps on one of the

TPAs, it opens a panel show-

ing all types of data that is

shared with that TPA. The

colors have been inverted for

readability.

(b) Permission management

panel on Android. When the

user taps on one of the data

types, it opens a panel show-

ing all applications having

access to that data/sensor.

Figure 14: Screenshots of the Garmin TPAs list (left) and of

the Android permission manager (right).
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G DESIGN FEATURE CODING

Code / Group 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 9 9
Feature 1 - Partial sharing ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 1.1 - Sharing regarding the context ✓
Code 1.2 - Sharing regarding a specific timeframe ✓ ✓ ✓
Feature 2 - Visualization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 2.1- Interactive tool for exploring shared data / data flow ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 2.2- Data sharing logs (history) ✓
Code 2.3 - TPA usage Statistics ✓
Feature 3 - Centralization ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 3.1 - Specific app store ✓
Code 3.2 - Plugins ✓ ✓
Feature 4 - Reminders ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 4.1 - "Opt-in" data access renewal ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 4.2 - "Opt-out" data access renewal ✓
Code 4.3 - Only information ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Feature 5 -Revocation Assistance ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 5.1 - Assistance for access revocation when uninstalling TPA’s service ✓ ✓
Code 5.2 - Assistance for asking TPA to remove the user’s data from their servers ✓
Code 5.3 - Automatic revocation ✓
Feature 6 - Sensitization, Education ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 6.1 - Video ✓ ✓ ✓
Code 6.2 - Informative and Interactive consent form ✓ ✓
Feature 7 - TPAs limit ✓

Table 2: Coding table. Each column corresponds to one specific design. For each design, we display the ID of the group who

designed it, this ID corresponds to the group IDs in Table 1.
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